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ABSTRACT. A review of the inadequacies of the g lacial rnoulin hypothes is fo r the origin o f po tholes. 

RESUME. Une cri t ique des insuffisances de I'hypoth ese d es moulins glac ia ires pour expliq ue r la p rovenance des 
nlarmites de geant. 

FIRST proposed by Charpentier 1 and later popularized by Bragger and Reusch 2,0 the glacial 
moulin explanation for the orig in of large potholes was widely and, for the most part, uncritically 
accepted for almost a century. In the early 1930's several writers 3, 4 began to doubt the moulin 
hypothesis and by the early 1950's most writers had abandoned it in favor of the view that large 
potholes are formed by eddy currents in sub-aerial or subglacial streams. However, a vigorous 
exchange of correspondence in this Journal in 1951- 52 5,6, 7,8 showed that the mouIin hypothesis 
still retained some ardent advocates and provoked the present review of the subject. 

Briefly, the m oulin hypothesis holds that certain deep, cylindrical bedrock cavities , or "pot
holes" * , were eroded by melt water torrents plunging vertically down through glacial crevasses or 
" moulins"t to the glacier bed, thence flowing away as subglacial streams. Traditionally, the 
hypothesis concerns only erosive effects at the base of the waterfall and disregards any effects of 
the resultant subglacial stream. 

Early w rite rs recognized that potholes are formed in modern sub-aerial streams and that 
"these differ in appearance from moulin-formed potholes only in that the latter lack flaring edges 
and stream-worn bedrock surfaces between them" 9. Thus committed to emphasizing the 
differences between stream-worn and supposedly moulin-formed potholes, and already predis
posed to finding different orig ins for them, these writers neglected stream potholes and concen
trated their attention on alleged m oulin potholes in efforts to find features that would confirm the 
moulin hypothesis. As a result , they fail ed to recognize that many of the features they cited as 
being unique with moulin potholes are also characteristic of many stream-worn potholes: 

gigantic size ("giant's kettl es") 
large boulders, supposedl y " grinders" , in the potholes 
lack of fl aring edges 
spiral flutes and grooves on the walls 
half-potholes . 

The recent, excellent observations on modern stream-worn potholes by Angeby 10, 11 and others 
show clearly that these features cannot be cited as evidence for moulin origin. On the contrary, 
according to the principle of U ni formitarianism, they suggest formation by running water. 

The remaining " unique" features of supposed moulin potholes: 

occurrence in glaciated areas 
occurrence on hillslopes or hilltops, high above modern drainage 
occurrence in clusters on convex slopes where glacial crevasses (or subglac ial stream 

rapids) might be expected to have formed 
glacial striae and polish on intervening bedrock surfaces 
potholes fill ed with glacial till 

• Au thors have ca ll ed such fea tu res "potholes", "pot-ho les" and "pot ho les" . The latter term is a lso lIsed synony
m ously with "swallow holes" in reference to solutional "s ink-ho les" in li mes tone, and all three term s have been applied 
to ~evera l other sorts of bedrock depress io ns. I n a now com ic exchange of co rrespondence in Science, V a l. 10, 1899, several 
wnte rs (0. H. H ershey, p. 58; F. F. Hilde r , p . 88; O. C. Farr ington , p. , 87; and G. P . Merri ll , p . 298) so lemnl y debated 
whether the term "pot-hole" was offens ive to good tas te an d should be rep laced by the Spanish w o rd , "remolino". 
L arge potholes have been called "giant's ke ttl es (or cauldro ns), ' in va ri ous languages : "n1 armites de geant" J " Ri esentopfe 
(-kessel)" , " jatteg rytor", etc. (The s pelling of the word po tho le appears to have varied on both s ides o f the Atlantic. 
Earlier U.S. write rs favo red "pot-ho le"-the spell ing in G rea t Brita in- but recent ones have used Hpo tholc" rather 
consistently.) 

t Some write rs (e.g., Gilbert , G. K ., ref. '4, p. 3 ' 7- 20) h ave restr icted the te rm "moulin" to the w aterfall itself or 
even to the water fall erosion process. Som e others have used it b roadly to include an y crevasse, whethe r o r not enl arged 
by abl ation, ncc uoied by a waterfall. 
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do not, in themselves, 'show that the holes were bored by englacial waterfalls, but only that the 
potholes were formed during (or before) glaciation. The same features would be expected to be 
associated with potholes that were formed as normal eddy-holes by subglacial or latero-glacial 
streams. 

There is no direct evidence that moulin waterfalls form potholes. Neither is there, as noted 
above , any indirect evidence that they might have done so. Furthermore, there are grave mechanical 
difficulties in the moulin hypothesis. In addition to minor objections, "the main objection to the 
hypothesis lies in the difficulty of conceiving the moulin as existing long enough in the necessary 
definite form at the same spot, or as reforming in the same manner and at the same spot often 
enough to account for the work accomplished" 12. After discussing this difficulty thoroughly, 
Alexander concluded that it was insurmountable 13. 

However, even if moulin torrents could remain long enough in one spot to erode the bedrock, 
it is doubtful that they could produce the deep, cylindrical potholes ascribed to them. Gilbert 
noted that these requ ire "whirling water. Mere impact of the plunging water is not sufficient if 
there is no enclosure or obstruction to determine a whirl" 14. Alexander's hydraulic experiments 
confirmed this. 

Alexander concluded that deep, spirally-grooved potholes are formed only when the incoming 
water jet enters the pothole obliquely at a low angle and spirals down the walls, rotates the scouring 
tools at the bottom, and exits up the center'*' . He found that a high-angle or vertical jet plunges 
down the center to the bottom of the hole, fans out along the bottom and exits radially upward 
along the walls, eroding a broad, flaring plunge-pool depression . 

Conditions necessary to produce oblique deflection of a moulin torrent at the bottom of a moulin 
must be comparatively rare, so that only a correspondingly small proportion of moulin-formed 
potholes would be of the deep, cylindrical, eddy-hole type; the majority would be flaring basins 
of the plunge-pool type. However, in the classic areas of supposed moulin erosion, deep potholes 
predominate just as exactl y simi lar potholes predominate where modern, vigorous streams flow 
over bedrock obstructions. 

In short, there is neither direct nor indirect evidence that moulin action forms potholes. 
Furthermore, in the unlikely event that moulin torrents could remain long enough or often enough 
at one spot, they would actually produce potholes quite different from those that have been ascribed 
to them. On the other hand , all fea tures of potholes ascribed to moulin erosion may readily be 
explained as natural consequences of erosion by sub-, en-, or latero-glacial streams, as has been so 
ably demonstrated by Angeby and Alexander. In view of these arguments, continued entertain
ment of the moulin hypothesis seems a needless extravagance. 

MS. received 8 February 1956 

.. Angeby (ref. 10, p . 25), in an experiment with an actual spi rall y-gmoved pothole 7 '9 m . deep, confirmed Alexander's 
labo ratory observations on spira l flov.r. Alexander found no basis for the content ion of Brogger and Reusch, op. cit . , 
p. 765 (ef. S treifT-Becker, ref. 7) that a high-angle jet produces spiral flow passing upward aga inst the walls. 
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